Launched in June 2013, EcoCult is a discerning view into the NYC sustainable scene, covering sustainable and
ethical fashion, non-toxic beauty, local and organic food, authentic events, sustainable home design, weddings,
and more.
Founder and Editor-in-Chief Alden Wicker combines a deep knowledge of sustainability issues with professional journalism skills and high-quality original photography for smart, beautiful, fresh content. She is a regular contributor of long-form and well-researched stories to Refinery29, and has also been published in Greatist,
Well + Good, The Daily Muse, Mind Body Green, LearnVest, xoJane, Huffington Post, Narratively, Conscious
Magazine, and Société Perrier.

Quality Over Quantity, Just Like You

“I was analytic-ing yesterday and noticed Ecocult referrals have the longest site browsing time, averaging ~5
minutes per customer, and they look at the most number of pages.” - Tavie Meier, MadeFair
“Selecting the right advertising partner often involves making a choice between quantity and quality, but EcoCult offers both. This website refers as much traffic to us as some national media properties, but its visitors stay
longer and are more engaged with our products. By being selective and transparent about her advertiser relationships, Alden has also done a fantastic job of cultivating trust. Her audience knows that she only works with
companies that she genuinely believes in, so even her sponsored posts carry the weight and value of editorial.”
- Melissa Cantor, Ethica
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The EcoCult Reader is:

20 to 35-year-old, female (66%), without kids.
Living in New York (15%), California (16%), other U.S. locations (38%), and outside the U.S. (31%).
Eager for more information on businesses and products that can enhance their busy but ethical lifestyle.

The Advertising Menu
1. Instagram Post
$100

Send me a photo of your product (or send me a product and let me take the shots), tell me what points you
would like covered, and I will introduce my eco-nerd followers to your amazing brand. I’ll do up to two sponsored Insta posts a month per brand.

2. Consulting
$100/hour

Pitch with confidence! Let’s talk about how to optimize your brand story to catch the attention of bloggers. I’ll
discuss:
• Potential strategies to get coverage
• How to find the right bloggers for your brand
• How conscious bloggers differ from conventional bloggers
• What to offer bloggers
• Pitfalls to avoid

3. Sponsored Post

If you provide images: $300
If I take original photos of your products: $350 minus wholesale cost
of products you send to me to keep
Let me tell my readers all about your story in a lush editorial written like a true magazine feature. Or, let me
create an post that will win on SEO in the long term, consistently sending readers to your site. You decide which
points should be covered, which links to include, and get final approval of the copy before it goes live.

4. Banner Ad

•
•
•

$45/month for 278x90 leaderboard
$30/month for 300x250 sidebar

Do one month at a time, or sign up for a subscription, which locks you in at the current price.
You can change the image at any time.
Choose a category so that your ad shows up next to relevant stories and on the homepage.

Average CTR:
.22%, with a high of .38%

I’ll Throw in For Free:
1. Inclusion in my Shopping Guide.
2. Inclusion in any relevant editorial
roundups for the duration of the banner ad
purchase.

No need to email me!
Upload your ad here:
http://ecocult.com/wp-content/plugins/oiopubdirect/purchase.php?do=banner&zone=2

5. Dedicated Email

Linking directly to your site: $100
Linking to a post on EcoCult about you: $50

Newsletter Stats
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1,300 subscribers
28.7% opens
7.7% clicks
That’s 100 clicks per
email

6. Original Content for Your Blog
$200

I’ll work with you to come up with content that will help your SEO, have a long tail of engagement, and establish you as a thought leader in the space. Expect clean, engaging copy handed in on time, for a fraction of what I
charge media sites for my work.

Email me to discuss details: alden@ecocult.com

